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INDEMNITY"AGREEMENT"

NOTICE:(This( document( is( a( legally( binding( agreement.( Please( read( it( carefully( before( signing.( By( signing( this(
agreement(you(are(acknowledging(that(you(have(read,(understood,(and(accepted(the(terms(and(conditions(stated(in(
this(agreement.(You(further(acknowledge(and(agree(that(you(are(waiving(your(rights(to(bring(a(court(action(to(recover(
compensation(or(obtain(any(other(remedy(for(any(injury(to(yourself(or(your(property.(

!
1.! Photographer!Liability!
1.1" The"photographer"will"deliver"his"client’s"demands"according"to"the"agreed"contract,"as"stated"above,"

unless" there" is" later"adjustment" in"client’s"demands"due"to"additional"costs"or"other" reasons,"will"be"
revised"as"a"mutual"agreement"under"the"discreet"of"both"parties."
""

1.2" In"the"event"that"adverse"climate"or"other"environmental"conditions"that"prevent"the"photo"shoot"from"
taking"place,"the"photographer"will"make"reasonable"efforts"to"reschedules"as"soon"as"possible"after"the"
original" agreed" time." What" constitutes" adverse" climate" or" environmental" conditions" are" at" sole"
discretion"of"the"photographer."The"photographer"may"cancel"the"photo"shoot"at"any"time"prior"to"the"
start"date"and"shall"refund"all"sums"paid,"including"deposit.""
"

1.3" The"photographer"has"absolute"discretion"in"selecting"equipment"and"deciding"all"artistic"&"practicality"
factors." The"photographer"will" take"as"many"photographs"as"he"deems"on" set," and"will"make"proofs"
available"to"his"client"to"enable"his"client"to"select"the"photographs"they"require."The"selected"images"
will"be"delivered"to"the"client"in"the"format(s)"agreed"at"the"time"of"selection,"subject"to"the"terms"of"
license"granted."
!

1.4" All"photographs"will"be"provided"in"digital"format"and"in"the"most"appropriate"storage"media;"where"a"
photographic" image" requires" manipulation" or" alterations," the" delivery" time" may" be" extended" by" a"
reasonable"amount"of"time"in"the"circumstances.""
"

1.5" The"photographer"will"not"be"responsible"or"liable"for,"any"loss"of"damage,"property"or"whatsoever"that"
may" incur" on" the" event" of" the" photographer’s" work" engagement," and" cannot" guarantee" that" all"
photograph"images"delivered"in"a"digital"format"are"free"from"viruses"and"errors"and"accepts"no"liability"
for"any"loss"or"damage"which"may"result"the"same."
"

2.!Client!Liability"

2.1" A"warrant"that"the"client"is"at"least"18"years"of"age"as"at"1st"January"2014"and"has"the"legal"capacity"to"be"
responsibility" to" handle" any" losses," damages," mishaps" not" pertaining" to" the" photographer’s" work"
engagement.!
"

2.2" The"client"will"never"discharge"anyone"working"in"Oowen(Photography,"its"related/affiliated"companies"
and"all"persons"authorized"by"it"or"them"or"any"of"them"from,"any"claim,"liability,"damages,"cost,"loss"or"
expenses"whatsoever"in"respect"of:""
"

•! Any( injury( or( health( problems( resulting( in( mental( or( physical( illness( whether( temporary( or(
permanent(and(injury(or(health(problems(resulting(in(death;((
(

•! I(agree(that(this(Deed(of(Acknowledgement,(Release(&(Indemnity((“Deed”)(may(be(pleaded(to(
any(such(claim.(

"
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"
2.3"

"
"
The"Customer"may"cancel"or"reschedule"the"Photo"Shoot"at"any"time"up"to"48"hours"before"the"Photo"
Shoot.""The"following"shall"apply"to"cancellation"or"rescheduling:"
"

•! If"the"Customer"cancels"the"Photo"Shoot"more"than"28"days"before"the"start"date"the"Photographer"shall"
issue"a"full"refund"of"all"sums"paid,"including"the"Deposit."
"

•! If"the"Customer"reschedules"the"Photo"Shoot"more"than"28"days"before"the"start"date"the"Photographer"
shall"retain"all"sums"paid,"including"the"Deposit"and"shall"deduct"all"such"sums"from"any"balance"payable"
on"the"rescheduled"Photo"Shoot."

"
•! If"the"Customer"cancels"the"Photo"Shoot"less"than"28"days"but"more"than"14"days"before"the"start"date"the"

Photographer"shall"refund"any"sums"paid"less"the"Deposit."
"

•! If"the"Customer"reschedules"the"Photo"Shoot"less"than"28"days"but"more"than"14"days"before"the"start"
date"the"Photographer"shall"retain"any"sums"paid"less"the"Deposit"and"shall"deduct"all"such"sums"from"any"
balance"payable"on"the"rescheduled"Photo"Shoot.""A"new"Deposit"shall"be"payable"on"the"rescheduled"
Photo"Shoot."

"
•! If"the"Customer"cancels"the"Photo"Shoot"less"than"14"days"before"the"start"date"the"Photographer"shall"

retain"all" sums"paid"and"any"outstanding"sums"shall"become" immediately"payable.""No"refund"shall"be"
issued."

"
•! If"the"Customer"reschedules"the"Photo"Shoot"less"than"14"days"before"the"start"date"the"Photographer"

shall"retain"all"sums"paid"and"any"outstanding"sums"shall"become"immediately"payable.""No"refund"shall"
be" issued"and"no"sums"paid"will"count"toward"the"fees"and"Deposit"payable"on"the"rescheduled"Photo"
Shoot."

!

3.!Copyright!and!Licensing"

3.1" The"copyright"in"the"photograph"images"will"remain"the"property"of"the"Photographer,"and"he"reserves"
the"moral"right"to"be"credited"as"the"author"of"any"published"photographs"or"prints."Any"License"shall"
become"effective"upon"the"delivery"of"the"selected"photographs"to"the"customer,"and"shall"continue"
from"that"date" for" the"duration"of"copyright"protection"under"sections"of" the"Copyright"Designs"and"
Patents"1988."The"license"shall"apply"only"to"the"selected"photographs"and"shall"not"extent"to"proofs"or"
any"other"material"provided"by"the"photographer"to"the"customer.""
"

3.2" The"photographer"reserves"the"exclusive"rights"to"use"the"photographs"in"any"advertising"or"promotional"
material"provided"such"material"is"only"related"to"the"photographer"and/or"his"services.""
"

3.3" The"Client"shall"have"the"right"to"use"the"photographs"for"personal"purposes"only."Commercial"use"of"
any" kind" of" photograph" is" prohibited" without" the" written" permission" of" the" photographer."""
"

3.4" The"Client"shall"be"permitted"to"use"the"selected"photographs"in"any"projects"subject"to"the"following"
limitations."
"

•! The"selected"photographs"may"not"be"used"for"any"purposes"which"are"unlawful"or"which"may"
reasonably"detriment"to"the"reputation"of"the"photographer;"
"

•! The"selected"photographs"may"not"be"used"to"form"any"part"of"logo,"service"mark,"trade"mark"
or"any"other"form"of"business"or"brand"identity;"
"
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•! Where"the"selected"images"are"to"be"published"on"a"website"of"any"kind,"the"client"must"take"
reasonable"steps"to"limit"the"ease"of"copying"and"downloading"the"same;"
"

•! The" client" may" not" use" any" of" the" selected" images" in" a" manner" which" distorts," mutilates,"
defames"or"damages"the"reputation"of"the"photographer;"
"

•! The" client"may"not" sub^license" the" selected" images"without"prior"written"permission"of" the"
photographer.""

"
3.5" The"license"granted"to"the"client"shall"be"automatically"revoked"if"the"client"breaches"any"of"its"terms,"

and"may"result"in"ensued"lawsuit.""
!

4.!Mutual!Agreement"

4.1" The"photographer"will"not"share"the"client’s"personal"data"with"any"third"parties"for"any"reasons"without"
the"prior"consent"of"the"client."Such"data"will"only"be"collected,"processed"and"held"in"accordance"with"
the" photographer’s" rights" and" obligations" arising" under" the" provisions" and" principles" of" the" Data"
Protection"Act"1998."
!

4.2" The" Client" shall" have" a" period" of" 7" days" after" delivery" of" the" selected" photographs" to" notify" the"
photographer"of"any"discrepancies"with"their"choice"or"significant"flaws" in"the"selected" images"which"
were"not"visible"in"the"proofs."The"photographer"shall"undertake"any"necessary"remedial"actions"which"
is"possible"upon"being"informed"of"any"such"problems.""
"

4.3" Subject"to"the"provisions"of"sub"clause"4.2,"there"is"no"right"to"reject"the"photographs"on"the"basis"of"
style"and/or"composition"unless"a"rejection"fee"has"been"agreed"at"the"time"of"ordering."
!

4.4" In"the"event"that"any"clause"or"part^clause"of"this"Deed"is"deemed"invalid"or"unenforceable,"then"the"
remaining"clauses"and"part^clauses"shall"remain"in"full"force"and"effect,"and"so"far"as"possible,"the"said"
clause"or"part^clause"shall"be"deemed"modified"to"the"minimum"degree"possible"so"as"to"comply"with"
applicable"law"and"be"valid"and"enforceable.""
!

4.5" The"above"following"conditions"and"any"claim"or"dispute"arising"out"or"in"connection"with"the"service"of"
the"photographer"shall"be"subject"to"Singapore"law"and"the"exclusive"jurisdiction"pf"the"Singapore"courts."""

! !
!
" "
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!
!
CLIENT!DETAILS!
!
NAME:"_______________________________"""""""

NRIC/PASSPORT:"_______________________!

CONTACT"NO.:"_________________"

EMAIL:"_______________________!

ADDRESS:"_________________________________________________________________"

"

NAME"OF"EVENT:"_____________________________________________________________"

"
QUOTATION:" !
"
"
OTHER"DETAILS:"
"
"
"
"

"
"
"
I"have"understood"and"acknowledged"the"terms"and"conditions"as"received."I"hereby"indemnify"and"will"keep"Oowen(

Photography," its" related/affiliated" companies" and" their" respective" employees" indemnified" against" any" claim,"

demand,"writ,"summons,"suit,"action,"proceeding,"judgment,"order,"decree,"damages,"costs,"loss"or"expense"of"any"

nature"arising"out"of"any"breach"of"representation,"warranty"or"undertaking"herein"or"in"relation"to"its"service.""

"
"
"

SIGNATURE:"______________________""""""

NAME:"__________________________""""

DATE:"____________________"

SIGNATURE:"______________________""""""

NAME:"__________________________"

DATE:"______________"

"


